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Resonant, Elliptical-Polarization Control of Microwave Ionization of Hydrogen Atoms
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For certain ranges of the principal quantum numbern0 ¿ 1 a few units wide, ionization of hydrogen
atoms by a 9.904 GHz electric field is observed to be extremely sensitive to elliptical polarization.
Classical 3D Monte Carlo calculations quantitatively reproduce the experimental data. Classical theory
shows that the observed sensitivity to elliptical polarization is a resonant effect in this strongly
driven quantal system. The resonant dynamics provides a mechanism for controlling the ionization.
[S0031-9007(97)03198-0]

PACS numbers: 32.80.Rm, 05.45.+b, 42.50.Hz
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The sensitivity of atoms and molecules to electroma
netic fields can be used to manipulate their behav
Some examples demonstrate the variety of schemes b
investigated for control of quantum systems. An histo
cally important and simple one for two-level systems us
resonantp or p

2 pulse(s) [1]; this was later generalized
multilevel systems [2]. More subtle control schemes va
frequencies, relative phases, and field polarization.

Variation of the relative phase of a laser field and
(second or third) harmonic was used to control atom
ionization [3], molecular photodissociation [4], and hig
harmonic production [5]. Two non-phase-coherent la
fields were used to control electromagnetically induc
transparency [6], atomic ionization [7], and molecul
photodissociation [8]. Control of the field polariza
tion was investigated for producing subfemtoseco
laser pulses [9], high harmonics [10], and hot abov
threshold-ionization electrons [11], used in [12] to pum
a vacuum-ultraviolet laser transition.

This Letter demonstrates experimentally and theor
cally how field parameters can be set to control the ioni
tion rate of excited H atoms. Unlike all previous exampl
of control of a driven quantal system, classical theory qu
titatively reproduces our experimental data. This giv
great insight into the physics.

Our experiment used established techniques [13]
preparing, via two-step laser excitation, a 14.6 keV be
of H atoms in a uniform distribution of substates with
given n0 in the range 31–45. The beam traversed
vy2p  9.904 GHz field inside a cavity [14]. For the
given range ofn0, the scaled frequency [13,15], which
the ratio ofv and the initial classical Kepler frequencyvK ,
is 0.0449 # n3

0v ; V0 # 0.137. Because Ref. [16] de-
scribes the measurement and control of the amplitude
polarization of the cavity field, only a few details are give
here. (Hereafter LP, CP, and EP will mean linear, circ
lar, and elliptical polarization, respectively.) Microwave
fed through two arms and injected through two off-ax
slits in the entrance end cap created [14] the on-axis fi
Fstd  lstdF fX̂a sinsvtd 1 Ŷ sinsvt 1 ddg, with 0 #

a # 1 and 0 # d #
p

2 ; lstd is the half-sine, 152 cycle
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pulse envelope experienced by the atoms traversing
cavity, andsX, Y , Zd are spatial coordinates in the labo
ratory frame. The ratioFyF of the peak amplitudeF to
the amplitudeF of the Ŷ component depends on the po
larization. With an attenuator in one arm, to controla,
and a phase shifter in the other, to controld, we used the
atoms to fine-tune the polarization to CP [16,17], givin
a  1.00 6 0.05 andd  90± 6 1±. Extinguishing the
power in one armsa # 0.0002d created LP. To create EP
one could either (i) keepa  1 and varyd or (ii) make
a , 1 and keepd  py2 or (iii) vary botha andd. Ex-
perimentally it was more precise to use scheme (ii),
for comparisons with theory to be made below, it will b
easier to characterize the EP via scheme (i), for wh
FyF 

p
2 cossdy2d varies from 1, at CP, to

p
2, at LP.

Ionization in a downstream, 9.8 GHz cavity was us
to detect highly excited atoms. The loss of such atoms
ionization in the 9.904 GHz cavity was the experimen
signal recorded [18].

Before demonstrating and understanding the use of
for resonant control of the ionization dynamics, we ne
to recall well-known features of ionization of excited
atoms by a static, an LP, and a CP field. Hereafter us
atomic units (au) unless explicitly noted, the Hamiltoni
is H std  p2y2 2 1yR 1 R ? Fstd. For a static field,
R ? Fstd  ZF, the system is separable in parabolic coo
dinatessj, h, fd [19]. Below the onset of ionization, al
three classical actionsI ; sIj , Ih , Imd [quantum numbers
sn1, n2, md] are conserved. Classically, there is a sha
threshold fieldFcritsId below which the motion with these
actions remains bound; from the least robust orbit [qu
tally, m  n1  0, n2  sn 2 1d] to the most robust orbit
[n1  sn 2 1d, n2  m  0], n4

0Fcrit varies between
about 0.13–0.38. Tunneling through theh barrier allows
ionization forF , Fcrit; for interaction times near1028 s
andn0 . 40, it lowers thresholds by 10%–15% [13,20].

For an LP field,R ? Fstd  lstdZF sinsvt 1 cd, with
c an initial phase; again, separability leads to conser
tion of jmj. The dynamics is quasistatic [13,21] ifV0
is sufficiently small and away from exponentially sha
resonances discussed theoretically for 1D in [22]. T
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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spatial reversal ofF on each half-cycle interchangesn1
and n2; therefore, as Fig. 1 of [21] shows, for a unifor
mixture of substates of a givenn0, classically a micro-
canonical ensemble, the ionization probabilityPion rises
from 0 to 1 as the scaled amplituden4

0F ; F0, which
is the ratio of the peak electric field amplitude to t
Coulomb field at the Bohr orbit for the initialn0 value
[13,15], varies between about 0.115–0.17. This is just
beginning of the wider classical range,F0  0.13 0.38,
lowered 10%–15% by tunneling, discussed above for
static field case.

In a framesx, y, zd rotating at frequencyv about the pro-
ton, H std becomesKstd  p2y2 2 1yr 1 lstdF y 1

vLz 1 0.5lstdF f y sin2vt 2 xs1 2 cos2vtdg sind1 1

0.5lstdF fx sin2vt 2 ys1 1 cos2vtdg sin2sd1y2d, where
d1  py2 2 d. Notice that0 , d1 , py2 gives EP,
and driving terms at2v appear in the dynamics in the ro
tating frame [17,23,24]. We confirmed that the rotation
termvLz has little effect onPion for V0 & 0.1 by finding
close similarity between classical trajectory ionizati
curves calculated with (the CP case) and without (
static field case) thevLz term. Therefore, at lowV0 the
lack of interchange ofn1 andn2 (see above) should caus
quantal CP ionization curves to “stretch out” and approa
Pion  1 at a higher value ofF0 than for the LP case.

The inset to Fig. 1 shows experimental ionization curv
for n0  45, one of many cases with relatively littl
polarization dependence. ForPion & 0.2, varying the
polarization has little effect. That the CP curve approac
Pion  1 only whenF0 is much larger than for the othe
curves, however, is the anticipated stretching out.

The main part of Fig. 1 shows ionization curves f
n0  42, only 3 n0 units lower. Qualitatively, the polar
ization dependence is similar to that forn0  45, but with
one exception: then0  42 curve for d  0.45p (d1 
0.05p) initially rises with the LP and other EP curve
but then passes through a local maximum nearPion 
0.85, followed by a gentle local minimum; its fina
slow rise towardPion  1 is similar to the CP curve.

FIG. 1. A survey of the polarization dependence for expe
mental ionization curves forn0  42 andn0  45 (inset).
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Figure 2 shows the EP dependence forn0  42 from
d  0.42p to 0.5p, with an uncertaintyDd  0.01p.
The remarkable local variation ofPion with d at fixed
F0 allows for significant control of ionization. Sensitivity
is greatest nearF0  0.14, where decreasingd from
0.5p (CP) to0.42p increasesPion about fourfold. Over
about the same range ofd, we observed (data not show
here) similar EP dependence forn0  41 and 43, butnot
for n0 * 44 nor, with exceptions discussed below, fo
n0 & 40.

We now discuss classically the physical origin of th
sensitivity of n0  41, 42, 43 at 9.904 GHz to EP for
values of d close to CP; mathematical details of th
theory are given in [24]. A full understanding of th
polarization-dependent dynamics will require 3D quan
calculations, but state-of-the-art 3D quantal (Floqu
calculations have been reported, so far, only for L
and CP and forn0 & 23 [25]. Until improvements in
computers and algorithms enable 3D quantal calculati
for 3D H atoms in an EP field, with the atomic an
field parameters used for this Letter, we must use insig
gleaned from comparisons of experimental data w
classical calculations and theory.

We begin with 3D classical Monte Carlo calculation
(3dCL) [16,21,26] that closely modeled the experime
including lstd and the initial substate distribution. Eac
computation used a stratified sample [27] ofN orbits
( 35, except where specifically noted) chosen from a m
crocanonical ensemble [15]. Ifj orbits ionized,Pion 
jyN , and with greater than 67% probability th
actual classicalPion lies within the range Pion 6

fPions1 2 PiondyNg1y2; e.g., for Pion  h0.1j, 0.5, f0.9g
and N  35, the formula gives the relative erro
h61.9%j, 63.2%, f61.9%g.

Allowing for the 60.01p experimental uncertainty in
d, the remarkable, quantitative agreement between
experimental data and 3dCL results in Fig. 2 forn0  42
(also for n0  41 and 43, not shown here) validates th

FIG. 2. Detailed elliptical-polarization dependence forn0 
42 in steps ofdyp  0.01 [dyp  0.02] for experimental data
[for 3dCL calculations (inset)].
3841
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use of classical theory to understand the extreme lo
sensitivity of the ionization dynamics to polarization.

Two questions arise from these data: (i) What produ
the local maximum inPion at, e.g.,F0 . 0.13 for d .
0.45p? (ii) Why does it have this effect?

Answering (i) is relatively simple. Answering (ii) is
more difficult because it involves understanding the co
plex details of multidimensional dynamics. The key po
is that all perturbations vary little during an unperturb
Kepler period, so one can average over this fast m
tion, reducing the number of degrees of freedom, a
then write the resulting equations for the mean motion
terms of the vectorsX  L 2 A andY  L 1 A where
L is the orbital angular momentum andA  sp 3 L 2

ryrdy
p

22E is the Runge-Lenz vector. For a CP fie
(d1  0), both X and Y rotate uniformly about the field
direction with the scaled frequencyv 

p
v2

S 1 V2
0 ,

where vS  3F0y2 is the classical Stark frequency a
sociated with the scaled amplitudeF0. For the ranges of
F0 and V0 in this Letter,v ,

1
3 . Perturbations of fre-

quency2V0 and strength proportional tod1, which ap-
pear for an EP field, can resonate with the mean mot
when v  2V0, i.e., whenF0 . F0r

; 2V0y
p

3. For
V0  0.1116 this givesF0r  0.13; equivalently, this is
F0r varying from 0.145 to 0.13 asdyp varies from 0.42
to 0.5, in agreement with the local maxima in Fig. 2. W
use “2V0 resonance” to label this dynamics.

The averaged equations of motion give a model
understanding how the resonance affects the bound-s
dynamics. With the full richness of the details being giv
in [24], ionization is addedpost hocto the model via the
time dependence ofFcritstd  FcritsssIstdddd, which can be
used to mimic the classical escape over the barrier w
Fcritstd , lstdF . [Recall that0 # lstd # 1 is the pulse
envelope.] This model, compared with exact calculatio
in [24], shifts one’s attention to understanding the tempo
evolution of the classical actionsIstd and critical fields
FcritsssIstdddd. Though the details are complicated, the ana
sis shows that ifIm . 0 f, 0g then Fcritstd decreases
[increases] aslstdF increases through the resonance by
amount which increases asdlydt decreases. Numerica
calculations show that the mean overIm . 0 and Im ,

0 is dominated by the behavior of the former, there
producing the observed local maximum in the ionizati
probability [18].

Forn0  31, 32, 33 we also found extreme sensitivity t
EP, but for lower values ofd than for the2V0 resonance.
Figure 3 showsn0  31 ionization curves obtained in
successive runs for eight values ofd between0.28p –
0.45p (FyF between 1.28–1.08). Observe the cle
similarity between Figs. 3 and 2. The inset shows th
the 3dCL results, obtained for the same eight values od,
again reproduce the experimental polarization depende

Though Kstd has harmonic terms only at2V0, let
us, nevertheless, extrapolate the frequency-match
condition to a “4V0 resonance”: 4V0  v̄ p

s3F0y2d2 1 V2
0 , giving V0  0.39F0. The classi-
3842
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FIG. 3. Detailed elliptical-polarization dependence forn0 
31 for experimental data and for 3dCL calculations (inset).

cal static field ionization threshold,F0  0.13, gives
V0  0.05; at 9.904 GHz this givesn0  32, the middle
of the three n0 values where we observed extrem
sensitivity to EP. This result cannot be accidental.
predicts that successive application in the rotating fra
of perturbation theory, classical or quantal, will lead
resonances at even powers ofV0. The detailed derivation
has been accomplished, so far, only classically and o
for the2V0 resonance [24].

Continuing further, postulate a “6V0 resonance”:
6V0  v̄ 

p
s3F0y2d2 1 V2

0 . The same conditions as
above giveV0  0.25F0 or V0  0.033 at F0  0.13;
at 9.904 GHz this requiresn0 between 26 (V0  0.027)
and 27 (V0  0.030). (3dCL results atV0 . 0.03, not
shown here, clearly show the resonance atF0 . 0.12,
d . 0.3p .) Though our microwave amplifier had
insufficient power to ionize H atoms withn0 , 29, our
data give tentative evidence for a6V0 resonance at
n0  31, for which V0  0.0449. At this higher V0,
the postulated frequency matching requiresF0 . 0.18.
Because this significantly exceeds the ionization thre
old, F0  0.13, the postulated resonance should occ
well up on then0  31 ionization curves. Notice that
between F0  0.16 0.18, the top three experimenta
ionization curves in Fig. 3 indeed show a local rise. A
0.01p increments ind between0.30p –0.34p, Fig. 4
compares 3dCL results with experimental curves, ea
of which is the average of two runs. At the low valu
of V0  0.045 (n0  31), the 3dCL calculations were
very time consuming, but as a special test case for go
statistics we ran a total ofN  1728 orbits for the
d  0.31p case, giving a2s statistical uncertainty of
# 60.7% at Pion  0.9. Classical dynamics reproduce
the clear, steplike, local rise inPion for the lower values
of d in Fig. 4 and its disappearance at larger values.

Note the following about the EP-induced resonanc
Because the plateaulike feature in the top three cur
in Fig. 3 (e.g., between aboutF0  0.145 0.175 in
the 0.28p curve) is nearPion  1, most atoms in the
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FIG. 4. Detailed elliptical-polarization dependence forn0 
31 for experimental data (solid curves) and for 3dCL calcul
tions (inverted filled triangle: 432 orbits; upright filled triangle
864 orbits; filled square: 1728 orbits).

ensemble have already ionized as the plateau is reac
Those that havenot done so continue to resist ionizatio
over a significant range of increasingF0, but eventually
they succumb to the (resonant) process. In the EP fie
therefore, these curves exhibit two thresholds [28].

In summary, we have demonstrated how the polarizat
of the driving field can be used to control the microwav
ionization of excited hydrogen atoms. Unlike most of th
many control schemes being discussed in the literatu
the present case can be understood classically: it d
not rely on interference of quantal amplitudes, but on
upon resonance effects. More theoretical work is requir
to understandwhy the EP-dependent resonant dynami
is so well reproduced classically. One comment is th
the classical mean motion is well approximated by
linear Hamiltonian; therefore, the corresponding quan
evolution will be obtainedexactly from classical paths
[29]. Another comment is that classical motion for E
driving lacks integrals of the motion. The correspondin
lack of conserved quantum numbers will lead to a lar
number of participating quantal states, a necessary, but
sufficient, condition for quantalyclassical correspondence
We hope that understanding the details of this dynam
will help one to control other strongly driven quanta
systems.
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